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Bizarre phonesex with gullible men. 15 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Comedy, SPOKEN WORD: Poetry

Details: [ALBUM REVIEW BY MAXIM MAGAZINE] CD Length - 76:30 It's a typical Friday Night Post-Pub

Experience. You're slumped in the armchair watching the telly, and then one of those 0898 number

adverts pops up and you decide to try your hand (ahem) at phone sex. You hook up with a deranged

woman with a devastatingly sexy voice, and before too long you're doing whatever she asks you in order

to get her to come over. Like seeing how many slices of bread you can hook onto the old chap while

pretending to be a drug dealer. Or describing what your granny looks like in the nude. Or even attempting

to talk dirty in Shakespearean sonnets while penetrating a packet of Lurpak. And then, at the point of no

return, she reveals herself... ...to be a bloke from Canada called Benjamin McMullin who has been

recording the entire conversation and is about to slap it on a website for the whole world to have a good

laugh at it. 'It just started as a joke with my friends,' says Ben-Her (as he's better known) from his

recording studio in Calgary. 'I couldn't believe how easy it was to make desperate guys do whatever I

wanted and it just snowballed from there.' After bombarding various talk radio stations, Ben put together

'her' greatest moments on the CD compilation Dude Sounds Like A Lady - which can be ordered at

badlymistaken.ca - and it's selling like mad in North America. But how the hell does he manage to pull it

off (so to speak) without collapsing with laughter? 'I have a pillow handy. I nearly lost it when I got some

guy to squirt a canister of whipped cream up his ass.' But like the man says, 'Ben-Her may seem

outrageous, bizarre and manipulative but you wouldn't believe how similar she is to most of the women

I've dated."
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